Curved Stand
GSAR04Y
Gong Stand &
4” Yun Gong

(easily unassembles)

Product Codes:
Small Pedestal:

GSCR10 - holds up to a 10” gong

Large Pedestal:

GSDR22 - holds up to a 22” gong
GSDR26 - holds up to a 26” gong

Stands with Gongs:

GSAR04Y (curved stand with 4” Gong)
GSBR06W (curved stand with 6” Gong)
GSCR10W (pedestal stand with 10” Gong)

Curved Stands Only:

Small Curved
GSAR04 - holds up to a 4” gong
GSBR14 - holds up to a 14” gong

Caring for your

Gong Stand

Large Curved
GSBR18 - holds up to a 16” gong
GSBR22 - holds up to a 22” gong
GSBR26 - holds up to a 26” gong

Here are some simple tips to care for
your gong stand:
- Use a dry soft cloth for dusting
- Use a damp soft cloth for cleaning
- Avoid extreme temperatures
- Avoid extremely dry conditions
- Avoid direct sunlight
- Avoid using abrasives

www.ensoulmusic.com
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Gong Stands

Accessories
More gongs, stands and
accessories are available
at www.ensoulmusic.com

Gong Stands
– Owner’s Guide –

Rosewood Pedestal Gong Stand

STEP 3
Put pieces C, D & E
through the opposite
upright B. Begin with
the middle piece just
give it a head start. Then
slide the bottom until
the notch is all set and
continue working your
way up the stand.

In this box, you will find a total of 15 pieces of the following items:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

2 base pieces
2 upright pieces with pegs at bottom and slots on the sides
1 bottom piece with rounded ends and notches
1 middle piece with arch and notches
1 top flat piece
1 holder with 2 holes (Excluding models with GSDR code)
Bag with 6 wedge pieces
Tuning tool (not shown)
B.
A.

F.

G.
D.

B.
C.

STEP 1
Start with the 2 base pieces
A, and position the longer
side, right to left or front to
back, as you prefer. Slide
the round peg at the bottom
of upright B into the hole of
the base A. Rotate upright
B until the top step-design
faces out.
E.
D.
B.

C.

D.

E.

B.

C.

STEP 2
Place the bottom piece C,
with notch facing down, into
one of the upright pieces B.
Then continue and put the
middle piece D, with the
arch facing down, into the
upright B. Then add the top
flat piece E.

D.
B.
C.

STEP 4
Take the 4 wedges and place one
wedge on the top outer ends of
the bottom piece C (see arrows for
location). Push them towards the
upright pieces B and slide into slots
to make the joint nice and tight.
Do all 4 joints of pieces C & D.
We have included 2 extra wedges.

STEP 5
Place the holder F, with
the holes facing down,
on the top piece E.
This just sits on top of
flat piece of wood.

A.

E.

E.

F.

STEP 6
Your gong stand is now
complete. See how beautiful
it looks with a gong…
(Gongs sold separately)

